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After spending two years training as a carpenter, I decide to embark on the «Tour de France» 
adventure proposed by the «Compagnons du Devoir». The prospect of discovering the mate-
rial by experimenting with twelve different companies, techniques and cultures seems to me 
to be the best prerequisite for a designer’s activity. The values and experience acquired during 
these nine years of travel, allow me today to extract my practice from the codes of traditional 
carpentry, while maintaining a technological perspective on the material.

I then study in Germany at the Gut Rosenberg academy for craft design. The openness to 
history and design theory that this new formation offers, complements my professional back-
ground inherited from the «Compagnonnage». I discover architects, anthropologists and de-
signers such as Tadao Ando, Tim Ingold or Antòn Alvarez, who have a lasting influence on my 
practice. The great freedom offered by this teaching allows me to explore materials that have 
not yet been familiar. I am particularly interested in fabric and I try to approach it in a way that 
bypass its usual uses: I animate its surface by unweaving it or make it solid, dense and rigid by 
rolling it.

This discreet shift in the use of materials is also at work in «Izo», where heat-shrinkable sheath 
acts as an unexpected connection between sections of wood, creating stable and lightweight 
structures. These can also be taken apart, like most of my pieces. I seek as much convenience 
of transport, storage and handling as possible for the user, since I do not want to create forms 
that bound him to his living space, but rather try to accompany him in his movements.

The economy of means thus infuses all the stages of my work, from the first phases of design. 
«Following» the material rather than forcing it at all costs into uses that do not correspond to 
it, generally makes it possible to take advantage of its capacities with relevance and to make 
it fulfil several functions simultaneously, whether they are practical or aesthetic. It is also im-
portant for me to develop pieces that I can handle most of the manufacturing stages, in order 
to maintain an autonomy that is not possible with large-scale industrial design.

http://www.hugoduina.com


TRILOG
Larch and cotton, 3 elements, approx. 200 x 100 x 100 cm each, 2019

Helped by instruments, music is certainly the shortest way to communicate emotions. Unlike 
words, music cannot cheat and requires listening and attention. Approaching an instrument 
is not an easy task, as it carries an elaborate cultural and theoretical background. Learning 
this kind of tool can be dizzying, sometimes intimidating. Halfway between sculpture and 
instrument, TRILOG wishes to celebrate a more intuitive form of social connection that does 
not require any particular skills other than the desire to share an experience.

We do not learn to speak by reading, the same is true for music. Learning begins with liste-
ning, imitation and discovery. The only score to follow here is the slowness, intensity or aes-
thetics of the movement. 

Trilog is aimed at both experienced and lay musicians. The former will be able to deepen their 
knowledge of rhythmic composition, refine their listening skills or open up new horizons in 
their practice. The latter will be able to develop their musical ear in a playful way while ques-
tioning their relationship to the body and the others.

IZO
Pine and  heat shrinkable sheath, 80 x 75 x 40 cm, 2017

Welding wood. The idea was to combine two terms from different craft trades, in order to 
refelct on the principle of assembly. The welding is translated by the use of a heat source, 
resulting in the employment of the heat-shrinkable sheath.  This is worked by «wrapping» 
around the wood, without cutting any of the two materials, in order to preserve their integrity 
and therefore their capacities.

This assembly generates light and stable structures. Combining purity and economy of means, 
this trestle is designed so that its total cost remains moderate. It is also a dismountable struc-
ture: it can be quickly separated into three parts. Its dimensions are considerably reduced, 
which makes it easier to transport and store.



ATELO
Cotton and oak, 30 x 30 x 47 cm, 2019

It is a transparency of two gestures that «Atelo» tells us in no uncertain terms: the torn cotton 
strip then patiently wrapped around its axis, the wooden feet replaying the circle of the seat 
thus slipped between the fibres. Rolled over itself, the fabric becomes solid, surprisingly stable. 
The complementarity of fabric and wood is both aesthetic and mechanical.

One, two, three interferences. A circle? More like a plectrum.

The vibration of the slight imperfections of «Atelo» is precisely what (re)set him in 
motion.

EMERSION
Cotton dyed with indigo, 96 x 192 x 2 cm, 2018

How to reveal the depth, to bring to light the inside of what seems to be only one surface?

The material seems scratched and all its orthonormed structure becomes porous and rustling 
with varied rhythms. Deconstructing, questioning the structure, but to better understand and 
enrich it - create spaces that are not empty spaces, but unveilings.

Emersion clearly claims its three-dimensional work status. If the original fabric only highlighted 
the first two, the third gradually emerged from their interlacing.
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FORMATION
2016 à 2019  -Craft design Academy Gut Rosenberg, Aachen
2014 à 2016  -Project manager to AOCDTF
2013 à 2014  -Scolarship student to Fondation de Coubertin
2006 à 2013  -Bench joiner in 12 different companies in the field of luxury furnishings
2004 à 2006  -Apprenticeship as a joiner to AOCDTF

GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2019- Manufactum Staatspreis NRW, MAKK, Cologne
 Ricochet, VorZimmer, Aachen
 Les mots du Design, Le Dirigeable, Paris
2018 -  LuForm meets Reciprocity, Ludwig Forum, Aachen
 Aachener Kunstroute, French Institut, Aachen
 Design Talente NRW, Handwerkskammer, Cologne
2017 -  Gut Rosenberg - Europa Markt, Aula Carolina, Aachen
 Ideen und Objekte, Gut Rosenberg Academy, Aachen

AWARDS & SCOLARSHIP
2019- Selected to Manufactum Staatspreis NRW
 3rd place to Rosenberg Designpreis
 Selected to Ein&Zwanzig
 Scholarship for the best student path 2016-2019
2018 -  1st place Design Talente NRW
 Scolarship from the Aachener Bank
2017 -  Scolarship from the Aachener Bank
2013 à 2014 - Scolarship from the Fondation de Coubertin

Molly
Abstract Audiovisual piece, 8’’

«Molly» is an audiovisual piece resulting from the collaboration between the composer Pierre 
Joseff and the designer Hugo Duina.

The musical work begins with a piezo microphone applied to the throat of a woman talking. Her 
voice, but also all the noises generated by the manipulation of the microphone, are recorded. 
The sounds are then reworked by computer: the composer distorts, alters, stretches the sound 
material until it is completely unrecognizable. The results are extremely varied, even if this re-
cording is the only sound source for the entire piece.

The images in the video were captured by filming the inside of a cardboard box. Painted black, 
it has a few holes and contains reflective surfaces. The light rays entering the box are reflected 
and fragmented, sometimes colored by red or green filters placed on the openings. Editing 
software then makes it possible to reverse, duplicate and distort these images, reinforcing the 
kaleidoscopic games sketched during the shooting.

Text - Laureline Lê
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